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Abstract

The estimation of uncertainties of measurements was applied to evaluate the recovery ratio of ash and potassium mass in a combustion system. The uncertainty of a measurement for different
matrices, namely, coal, biomass, sand and ashes from different streams was based in internal quality control, proficiency tests (PT) or certified reference material (CRM) data. The intralaboratorial precision and the trueness evaluation allowed to estimate the uncertainties of measurements and consequently to assess if the lack of closure in recovery ratios obtained can be
justified by the uncertainties.

Introduction
The uncertainty allows to make a reliable evaluation of the recovery ratio of ash and K in a
combustion system, and generally problems of mass recoveries can be justified by
uncertainties. The current investigation was performed in a combustion system where the
fuel used as input gives rise to four output ashes streams with different physical-chemical
characteristics, namely, bottom ashes, BA, ashes from 1st cyclone,1Cyc, ashes from 2nd
cyclone, 2Cyc, and particulate matter, PM. Biomass and coal were used as fuel. Sand was
used as fluidizing agent.

Results
In table 2 is illustred the ash and K recovery ratio values and uncertainties for the
combustion tests performed with biomass and coal.
Table 2. Ash and K recovery ratio values and uncertainties
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Specification
The mensurands were the recovery ratio of ash mass and the recovery ratio of K during the
combustion tests performed with biomass and coal, in a pilot fluidized bed scale
installation.

The relative contribution of analytical determination of potassium and ash recovery ratio in
the combustion system to the budget of uncertainty was evaluated and the results are
presented in Fig.1.
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Figure 1. Relative contribution to the uncertainty of ash recovery ratio and mass fractions of K

Uncertainty sources associated with the operations performed outside the laboratory:
mass of fuel and sand input and mass of three ashes streams: BA, 1Cyc and 2Cyc.
Sources of uncertainty associated with operations performed inside the laboratory: fuel
ash content, ignited ash from BA, 1Cyc and 2Cyc content, mass of PM, concentration of K
in fuels, sand and the four ashes streams.

p
Quantification of uncertainty components
Uncertainty of operations performed outside the laboratory were estimated with base the
resolution and repeatability of balances (uncertainty of calibration was not available).
Uncertainty of operations performed inside the laboratory were based in intralaboratorial precision and trueness evaluation. In table 1 is presented the used expressions.
Table 1. Expressions to estimate the uncertainties of operations performed inside the laboratory

In the analytical determination of potassium it was verified that the precision was the
component that contribute more significantly to the budget of uncertainty as observed in
Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Relative contribution of different components of uncertainty plus bias

Conclusions
The coal matrix presents values of uncertainty lower than biomass which is reflected in
recovery ratios of different combustion tests
The ash recovery ratio uncertainty do not contribute significantly to the uncertainty of
potassium recovery ratio in combustion system
In analytical determination of potassium the precision is the main component of
uncertainty, the decrease of this component could be achieved if the instrumental

Combination of standard uncertainty and expanded uncertainty
The uncertainty combined was estimated according
to the law of uncertainty propagation.
The level of confidence used was 95%,
a expansion factor of 2 was used.
If a bias was statistically evidenced it was included in
budget of uncertainties as suggested by IUPAC.

acceptance criteria is reduced
The uncertainty of ash and potassium recovery ratio includes a recovery of 100% which
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allow close the mass balance of the studied combustion system
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